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PART A: INSTITUTIONS/PROGRAMMES
PREFACE

As part of its work in the planning of activities for the development of fishing families in the Bay of Bengal region, the Bay of Bengal Programme (BOBP) attempted to gather information on organisation/programmes concerned with women and rural development with particular reference to women in fishing communities. This document is an outcome of that effort. It does not claim to be a complete or comprehensive listing of information sources on the subject. It is an information document and has not been cleared by the FAO or by BOBP-member governments.

There are two sets of information in the document. Part A lists organisations and programmes concerned with women and development. Part B lists the publications on the subject. As asterisk against an entry denotes its availability in the BOBP library.

The Bay of Bengal Programme seeks to develop and demonstrate appropriate technologies and methodologies in several areas of small-scale fisheries - such as fishing craft, fishing gear, fish handling and utilisation, coastal aquaculture. Its goals are to improve the conditions of small-scale fisherfolk and the supply of fish from the small-scale sector in five countries, that border the Bay of Bengal - Bangladesh, India, Malaysia, Sri Lanka and Thailand. Besides it aims at regular and systematized information exchange in small-scale fisheries in the region. Information services publications are part of the information exchange activity.

The Programme is funded by the Swedish International development Authority and executed by the Food and Agriculture Organization of the united Nations.
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BANGLADESH

AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT AGENCIES IN BANGLADESH (ADAB)
79, Road 11A
Dhanmondi
Dacca

ASSISTANT TO THE PRESIDENT ON WOMEN'S AFFAIRS
President's Office
Bangladesh Secretariat Building
Dacca

BANGLADESH INSTITUTE FOR DEVELOPMENT STUDIES
Moti Jheel Area
Dacca

BANGLADESH MOHILA PARISHAD
104A Degun Bagicha
Dacca

BANGLADESH MOHILA SAMITI
New Bailey Road
Dacca

Activities and Functions: Fighting for equal status with men; education of illiterate women, employment and training of displaced women; Family planning and health care for the poor. Kaispur multipurpose Project has a cottage industry section, a midwife training centre and many horticulture projects.

BANGLADESH NATIONAL WOMEN'S ASSOCIATION

Estd; 1979
Aims: To promote women's rights; to develop vocational training and training for leadership; to promote employment opportunities for women.
Activities: training on midwifery and non-formal education

BANGLADESH RURAL ADVANCEMENT COMMITTEE (BRAC)
221 Outer Circular Road
Meghbazar
Dacca 17
Activities: development on project on -Functional education, family planning, health care, agriculture and horticultural extension work, women's cooperatives.

BANGLADESH SMALL AND COTTAGE INDUSTRIES CORPORATION (BSCIC)
Estd: 1977
Activities: Training cane and bamboo work, doll making textiles and ceramics.
BANGLADESH WOMEN’S HANDICRAFT SOCIETY COOP. INC
C/o Karika
27 Kit Supermarket
Dacca

BANGLADESH WOMEN’S REHABILITATION AND WELFARE FOUNDATION (BWRWF)
104, Road No 3
Dhanmondi Residential Area
Dacca
Estd: 1972
Aims: Involve women in productive work, leather work, sericulture and jute work.

CONCERN
63, Road No 15
Dhanmondi
Dacca 9
Estd: 1973
Activities: handicrafts programme. Employment opportunity for destitutes under its Food - for - work programe.

FOOD-FOR WORK Programme
Sponsors: Bangladesh, Ministry of Relief and Rehabilitation's.
Assisted by UN, World Bank Programme + US Food-for-work Programme

Estd: 1975
Food in the form of wheat is earned for hard physical labour. In 1975 30% were women labourers.

CONOSHASTHYA KENDRO
Dacca

Estd: 1978
Activities: Integrated health, family planning and village development programme. Special training programme for women paramedics.

JUTE WORKS

Sponsors: Holy Cross Convent, Dacca
Activities: Training courses in handicraft, mainly in Jute for destitute.

MOTHER’S CLUB PROGRAMME
Aim: to reach rural women with an integrated approach to family planning.
Activities: Economic programme like tailoring, embroidery, basket and mat making, jute handicrafts and kitchen gardening. In addition health and hygiene and child care programme.

NATIONAL WOMEN COOPERATIVE SOCIETY
11A New Eskatan
Dacca

RURAL DEVELOPMENT ACADEMY
Bogra
Bangladesh

WOMEN FOR WOMEN RESEARCH AND STUDY GROUP
C/o Department of Sociology
University of Dacca
Dacca

WOMEN'S DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME
Sponsor: Bangladesh Academy of Rural Development (BARD)
Estd: 1962
Aim: Education and emancipation of Rural women.
Activities: Organisers selected from the villages are trained at Comilla Training Centre on Vegetable gardening, food and nutrition, poultry keeping, vaccination, cooperative and accounting, sewing, knitting, weaving, health and nutrition and midfery. After training, they organize programmes for their fellow village women. The work is going on in 40 villages of Comilla Kotwali and Burichang districts.

WOMEN'S PROGRAMME
Department of Social Welfare
74 Bejoynagar
Dacca

WOMEN'S PROGRAMME
Ministry of Labour
Dacca
Bangladesh

WOMEN'S PROGRAMME
24-25 Dil Kusha
Motijeel
Dacca
Sponsor: Integrated Rural development Programme (IRDP), Ministry of Local Government rural Development and Cooperative
Estd: 1975
Activities: Population planning and Rural women's cooperative.
Specialised training in tailoring, raising winter vegetables and duck rearing are given to selected members.

WOMEN’S RELIEF AND REHABILITATION FOUNDATION
Dhanmondi Road, Dacca

INDIA

BHARATIYA GRAMEEN MAHILA SANG
9/104 Jamnagar Hutments
Block II, Mansingh Road
New Delhi 110 001

Activities and Functions: Training camps for farm women for increased agricultural production and pilot project in training farm women; compost demonstration camps, adult literacy project.

CENTRE FOR WOMEN’S DEVELOPMENT STUDIES
B-43 Panchsheel Enclave
New Delhi 110 017

COUNCIL FOR SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT
New Delhi

DELHI STATE COUNCIL OF WOMEN
F/16 House Khas
New Delhi

Activities and Functions: crafts centre for poor women and teaching them sewing, knitting and embroidery to supplement their incomes.

DOCUMENTATION-CUM-CLEARING HOUSE ON RURAL DEVELOPMENT
221-223 Deen Dayal Upadhyaya Marg
New Delhi 10 002

FEMINIST RESOURCE CENTRE
13 Carol Mansion
35, Sitladevi Temple Road
Mahim
Bombay 400 016

INSTITUTE OF SOCIAL STUDIES
M1 Kanchenjunga
18 Barakamba Road
New Delhi 110 001
Activities and Functions: Sewa is a trade union for women economically active engaged in producing goods or rendering services. Members include people from the following groups: Hand cart pullers, vegetable vendors, milkmaids, headloaders etc. Services offered are banking facilities, maternity and widowhood benefits and training, research into problems of urban and rural poor women etc.
WOMEN'S PROGRAMME
Indian Council of Social Science Research
IIPA hostel Building
IP Estate
Ring Road
New Delhi 10 002

WOMEN'S PROGRAMME
Social Development Council
53, Lodi Estate
New Delhi 110 003

WOMEN'S WELFARE AND DEVELOPMENT BUREAU
Department of Social Welfare
Government of India
New Delhi

SRI LANKA

FARM WOMEN'S AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION
Department of Agriculture
Paradiniya

LANKA MAHILA SAMITI
10 Olcott Mawatha
Colombo

Activities and Functions: Welfare of rural women - food productions, health and nutrition, better family living, rural development, population education, home management and development of skills in cottage craft.

Achievements: Progressive amelioration of rural living conditions through the establishment of women's institutes and a village voluntary social service worker system.

SAROVADAYA MOVEMENT
77, De Soysa Road
Moratuwa

Major areas of concern: community development programme in over 1000 villages - pre school centres, common kitchens, centre for mothers and school leaves and teaching of various trades.
SRI LANKA CENTRE FOR DEVELOPMENT STUDIES
61 Issipathana Mawatha
Colombo

SRI LANKA SOCIAL SCIENCE RSEARCH CENTRE
C/o National Science Council of Sri Lanka
47/5 Maitland Place
Colombo 7

WOMEN'S BUREAU
Ministry of Plan Implementation
124 Barnes Place
Colombo 7

WOMEN'S PROGRAMME
Ministry of Planning and Economic Affairs
3rd Floor, Central Bank Building No 2
Sir Baron Jayatilleka Mawatha
Colombo 1

WOMEN'S PROGRAMME
Rural Development Dept.
P O Box 1289
Colombo

THAILAND

CLEARING HOUSE FOR SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT IN ASIA
Bangkok

FRIEDRICH-EBERT-STIFTUNG
P o box 2781
Bangkok

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF WOMEN OF THAILAND
2 Pichai Road
Bangkok

Activities and Functions: Municipal community Service, service in rural communities evaluation of Thai women's status and activities, promotion of women and children's welfare.
This survey started in 1977, investigates the needs and problems of women in 20 rural villages in two provisions. Technical assistance is made available to assist Thailand to carry out the survey, collate information and promote the use of the resulting data in programme development in rural areas.
1. GENERAL

1.1 BANGLADESH

*ABDULLAH, Taherunnessa

Village Women as I saw them. Dacca: Ford Foundation, 1974

• ADAB NEWS

1976

BRAC women's project in Sulla, Sylhet - June, pp 5-6.
Seminar on the role of women in the social-economic development of Bangladesh - June, P. 7
A matter of economics and education - July pp. 17-18
Rural women and development - August pp 12-15
The myths - September pp 18-20
Programme experience - October pp. 18-19
Women in development - November p. 13.

1977

The swallows - January, pp 8-9
Women's roles in agriculture and rural development - Feb, p - 17
Need for coordination long-term programmes - February p 18
Women's life - February p 18
Women's self-help - March p 13
Misinformation about rural women - April pp 6-7
Proposals for action - April p 7
Women's participation in rural development - May pp 14-15
Twenty eight birds - June p 3.
Rural women and development - June pp 4-7 + p 36
A comment of the role of women in agriculture - June pp 8-9
Development and communication - June pp. 11
A day in the life of a village woman - June p 12
A year in the life of a village women - June pp. 13-14
A garo-women in agriculture - June pp 14-15
Women in agriculture development - June p 15 + p. 27
What rural women do - June pp 18-19
"Integration" a must - June pp. 24-26
Women farmers in Bangladesh: issues and proposals - June pp. 32-26
A case study - July pp. 19-20.
Rural women in Bangladesh; exploding some myths - January pp. 24-26 + February, pp 18-20.
Women's use of time - April, pp 17-18.
BRAC's women's programme - May, pp 18-20 + p. 22.
Jamalpur women's programmes: excerpts from a field diary July/august, pp 19-21
Extension activities for rural women - July/august, p 27.
Women in food - October p 16.
Integration of women in development and the choice of appropriate technology -
December pp. 12-14.

1979
Three women - February p. 23
IUCW women's programme - February pp. 24-25
Rural women in Bangladesh - December pp. 1-4
Two groups stories - December pp. 4-5
How to form a group - December pp. 5-6
Group cooperation - December, pp 7-8.
Means of living for women - December pp. 9-10
Sajeda Khatoon - December pp. 10-12
Nurjahan Begum of Bara Dholy in Syedpur - December pp. 12-13
Suraiya - December p. 13
The village midwife in Bangladesh - December, pp 14-15.
Sahera Khatun - December pp. 15-16.
Hosna - December pp. 17-19
Class patriarchy and the structure of women's work in rural Bangladesh - December pp. 31-32.

1980
Forgotton workers - pp 14-15
Post harvest paddy processing and rural women in Bangladesh, pp 8-10
Rural women in Bangladesh pp - 23-35.

ALANGIR, S F
Profile of Bangladesh women: selected aspects of women's roles and status in
Bangladesh, Washington USAID/WID, 1977 - p. 82+Annex. (the second part of the paper deals with rural women. A bibilography is included)
BERTOCCI, P J


CHAUDHURY, R H AND AHMED, N R

Female status in Bangladesh, Dacca: Bangladesh Institute of Development studies 1979. (the following aspects are discussed: the role of women in the social and cultural setting of Bangladesh, women and law; women and education; women employment; Demographic characteristics; - age at marriage, male-females differences in the marital pattern etc. mortality, fertility etc; Female status and Fertility Behaviour; History of women's organised movement in Bangladesh).

CHEN, M AND GHAZNAVI, R

Women in food for work: the Bangladesh experience (Mimeo) Dacca; Bangladesh rural advancement Committee, 1977.

DUMONT, R


ELLICKSON, J

Observations from the field on the conditions of rural women in Bangladesh. In International Seminar on Socio-economic implications of introducing HIVs in Bangladesh. Comilla April 1975, 6 p.


*GERARD, Renee


GERMAIN, A

(Focuses on the productive activity of low-income women. Discusses obstacles caused failure of past policy approaches to integrate women in development. Advocates necessary procedures to avoid future failures.

GERMAINE, A

(Description of life, functions and positions of rural women. Over 90% of women live in rural area and bear the brunt of poverty. Names special action programmes for women, notes their educational attainments and needs and their roles in agriculture and rural development and the obstacles which hinder increased participation. Population, general research the media and women's organisations also discussed. Appendices; village women - people and projects in special action programme for women, description of selected projects).

ISLAM, Meherunnessa


KABIR, Khushi and others

(Following aspects are discussed - women's work in rural areas. Traps development planners should beware of; which ingredients are acceptable to the success of a project and which are not. Two BRAC's project are described 1) Women's integration in BRAC's sulia Project. Main Sectoral activities are - agriculture, horticulture, health care, Family planning, vocational and other training programmes. 2) Jamalpur women's programme - carried out by women trainees).
LINDENBAUM, Shiney

McCARTHEY, F E


McCARTHEY, E and others

NATIONAL BOARD OF BANGLADESH WOMEN'S REHABILITATION PROGRAMME

O'KELLY, Elisabeth
Simple technologies for rural women in Bangladesh. Ed. 2 Dacca; UNICEF, 1978. 70. P.
(Deals with domestic tasks, agricultural and para agricultural activities of rural women, the meaning of appropriate technology and its application to Bangladesh. Explains why and how the work of rural women should be alleviated. A bibliography is included).

ROLE of women in socio-economic development in Bangladesh.

ROUNAQ, Jahan
(Examine the situation of rural and urban women in Bangladesh and the social implication and constructions which accompany purdah system. Described the legal, economic and political and social status of Bangladesh women, women's movements and organizations).

SATTAT, E
Women in Bangladesh: a village study 9Mimeo0. Dacca. 1974. 60p. (Examine the village, its occupants, their housing facilities, size and land owned and their education.)
Described the married women, their level of education, their attitudes and future desired. Illustrates the daily life and annual routine of the village women).

SEMINAR ON ROLE OF WOMEN IN SOCIO ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OF BANGLADESH  

SEMINAR ON WOMEN AT WORK (July 1976; Dacca)

Proceedings and papers of the workshop. Dacca; Bangladesh National Women’s Association.

SHAH, K
Women’s programme” Tangail development Area: District Mymensingh  

SIDDIQUI, A M H A


SOLOMBO, Darwin D

FAO Field programmes and rural women in Bangladesh: detailed report of discussions 1979.


WOMEN’S Development Projects in Bangladesh: Country Programme 1978-1980 (Mimeo)

ZEIDENSTEIN, Sandra and Laura

Observations on the status of women in Bangladesh. In World Education issued No 2, July 1974,  
(Described rural women's lives, early marriages, difficulty to plan families. Lists current efforts to improve women's status - literacy programmes, health and family planning services, income producing activities. Makes suggestions for bettering the situation by central and local governments and private institutions).
1.2 INDIA

ABRAHAM, Sarojini,
Basic services and rural development approaches. New Delhi; UNICEF (unpublished paper)

BAIG, T A Ed.
Women in India. New Delhi 1958.

BASU, Sreelekha

Bhatt, Ela

BUSTRILLOS, N R

(Discusses the position of Tamil Nadu women in the family and labour force both individual and agricultural. Statistical tables: population by sex and age groups; working population - Male, female - burban rural - cultivators and agricultural labourers; Birth and death rate: infant mortality, expectation of live and birth0.

CENTRAL SOCIAL WELFARE BOARD (New Delhi)
A study of the programmes 1953 - 1969. New Delhi CSWB.

CHAKRAVARTHY, Shanthi

CHERRY, Mary
Indian village women: their role in agriculture development. In World Food Programme News. October-December 1975: p. 6-7 (Describes the projects of World Food programme involving rural women in Dairy and poultry farming, forests and development etc..)
INDIA. Department of Rural development

Report on the working group and development of village level organizations of rural women. New Delhi; The department 1978.

ISLAM, Meherunnessa


JACOBSON, Dorrane and Wadley, Susan


JAIN DEVAKI


MAZUMDAR, Sudha

Pattern of an Indian women. Ed by Gerradein H Forbes, 1977

MAZUMDAT, Vina Ed


MEHRA, Rekha

The neglect of women in India's rural development programme: A study of failure in planning. New Delhi; ICSSR.

MOLINE, Ellen, L


Nath, K


NATIONAL COMMITTEE ON THE STATUS OF WOMEN (India)

OMVEDT, Gail

Women and rural revolution in India: In Social Scientists. V6, N1 & 2; Aug. Sept. 1977; p. 3-18, 22-41.

PANDEY, Kanti


Shah, K T Ed
Women's role in planned economy; report of the sub committee on women of the national Planning Committee. Bombay: Vora, 1974.

TRIPATHY, R N

Evaluation of short duration training camp for women workers in four states. Hyderabad: NIRD

VARADAPPAN, Sarojini

National machinery to accelerate the integration of women in development and to eliminate discrimination on grounds of sex; India. UN Interregional seminar. Ottawa. Sept. 1974.

(Sec. 1-Names national and voluntary boards and associations, which help with the integration of women, their composition, structure, areas of operation and types of projects. Sec. 2-paper on the integration of women in development activities in the Indian context - dealing with franchise legal and constitutional rights, women's position today, their education and employment)

1.3 MALAYSIA

*FAO AND FARMERS ORGANIZATION AUTHORITY (Malaysia)

Learning from rural women. A report of the country workshop of the ESCAP/FAO Inter-
country project for promotion and training of rural women in income - raising group
activities July 1978, Malaysia.

FEDERATION OF FAMILY PLANNING ASSOCIATION OF MALAYSIA


*KHARAS, Purveen

Profile of women in rural development: Malaysia. Rome: FAO Home Economics and

(General information about Malaysia. Agriculture in Malaysia the government system
and National Institutions assisting women are described. Current situation of rural
women in Malaysia and International and National Projects for rural women are also
discussed).

(Gives basic statistical information about women in peninsular and East Malaysia -
education, employment, marriage and politics)

WOMEN today in Peninsular Malaysia . Kuala Lumpur: Federation of Family Planning
Association, 1976.

(Gives statistical information on the situation of women in the fields of education,
employment, politics, health and Family Planing. Also states existing laws benefiting
women.)
1.4 SRI LANKA

ABEYWARDENE F R A


ABEYWARDENE Padmini


Castillo, Gelca T.


(Charge in position of woman in Sri Lanka from traditional to modern. Examines vital statistics on the Ceylonese women as (1) a component of population (2) a recipient of formal schooling (3) a participant in labour force (4) an income receiver and (5) a bearer of societal norms).

HAYAWARDENE, Kumari


*KHARAS, p


MEETING ON ROLE CONTRIBUTION AND PARTICIPATION OF WOMEN IN RURAL DEVELOPMENT (Sept. 14, 1979: Colombo) (Sponsor: Womens Bureau of Sri Lanka and FAO)

WORKSHOP ON INCOME GENERATING SKILLS FOR WOMEN IN SRI LANKA (1979: Colombo)
1.5 THAILAND

CHUTIKUL, S


*KHARAS, Purveen


NARAKOBL, B

Courses of rural women leadership in Thailand. In Ideas and action No 116, 1977; p. 35-36

NAITONAL COUNCIL OF WOMEN OF THAILAND


BERGER, J and others Ed.

Source book for planning group extension programme through women's groups. 3 parts. Rome: FAO, 1977 (Programe for better family living report series 22. 1-3)

BOSERUP E


BOSERUP, E


BOSERUP, e LILJEN CRANTZ, C

BRUCHHAUS, Eva-maria
Victims of change: women in developing countries.

BUVINIC, N and others

CANADIAN INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT AGENCY

CASTILLO, G T

CATO, DD and Van BAEFTEN, R K
Strategy paper for integrating LDC rural women into their national economics, 1974. 5 p.

DAS, P
Women under India's community development programme. In International Labour Review V8, n1: 1959, p. 1-20

DEVADAS, Rajammal. P
Summary of integration of women in Agrarian reform and rural development in India and Sri Lanka.
1.6 OTHER

AHMED, A

Role of women in integrated rural development. In Integrated rural development Review, V1, n1; 1975; p. 31-5

AHMAD, Zubeida


APPADORAI, A Ed.


APPROPRIATE technology for developing countries and the need of rural women: prepared by the Centre for Social Development and Humanitarian Affairs. Rome; FAO. 1979.

ASEAN SEMINAR ON INTEGRATION OF WOMEN IN DEVELOPMENT (1975: Jakarta) proceedings.

ASEAN SEMINAR ON WOMEN AND DEVELOPMENT (1976: Kuala Lumpur). Proceedings


ASIAN Plan for the integration of women in the development process.

In the social work Education and Development Newsletter No 13, July 1975, p. 6

ASIAN WOMEN

Asian Women's Institute International office
C/o Lucknow Publishing House
37 Cantt Road
Lucknow
India

BHASIN, K

ESCAP, Social development division


*expert consultation on integration of rural women in development 91977: Rome)

Working paper plus report. Includes country summaries on Bangladesh, Malaysia and Sri Lanka).


FAO

*ESCAP/FAO inter country project for the promotion and training of rural women in income-raising group activities Phase I, II and III (South east Asia0 Rome, FAO 1979).


(Given main concepts related to rural women's attitude which are the basis for the analysis and investigation. Explorers the critical issues, problem areas and some of the short comings of development programmes. Presents some practical measures that countries with a high percentage of female rural population can take to accelerate improvements in the condition of rural women).


*World Conference on Agrarian Reform and Rural development: a turning point for rural women. Rome: FAO, 1980. (booklet described how rural women might be brought into the main stream of development. It offers insights and guidelines which should be of help to all who are designing programmes for rural areas).

FAO, Home economics and social programmes service

*Legal status of rural women: limitations on the economic participation of women in rural development Sec. C. Pages 36-44.
(FAO, Economic and Social development Papers)

Role of women in food and agriculture development 1971.
DEVELOPMENT ALTERNATIVES INC

Seven country survey on the roles of women in rural development a report prepared for the AID. Washington, 1974, 288 p.

DHAMIJA, J


D’SOUZA, Alfred, Ed

Women in contemporary India and South Asia. Indian Sociology Institute, 1980.

DIXON, r.


DUBE, leela


DUMON, Rene


ECOSAC. Commission on the status of women

Promotions of concerted international action to promote the advancement of women and to increase their contribution to the development of their countries. 1972 E/CN.6/583. Add1. 

Unified long term programme for the advancement of women and UN assistance in this field 1970. E/UN/6/532.

ESCAP. Expert Group

Meeting on the development of women's organisation in rural areas 2978. Bangkok: papers
ESCAP. Population division

(bibliography with a section on general books on women. Two other sections - 1. Women and Employment 2. Women and Education. Also books on women and Family Planning and women's roles in specific countries - including Bangladesh, India, Malaysia, Sri Lanka and Thailand.

FAO, Human Institutions and Agrarian Reform Division


FAO/SIDA WORKSHOP ON INTEGRATION OF WOMEN IN AGRICULTURE AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT 1980, Hyderabad.

Report

*FONG M

Victims of old fashioned statistics: exclusive of women from development planning. In Beres No 75; May 1980, p 28-32


FRIEDRICH - EBERT - STIFFUNG


HAMMOND D and JABLOW, A


HIGGINS, M

Women and Economic Development. In Dialogue, V6, N2, 1973p. 78-
INDIAN COUNCIL OF SOCIAL SCIENCE RESEARCH. Advisory Committee on Women Studies


INTERNATIONAL LABOUR ORGANIZATION


LANIER, A R

Women in the rural areas. In Annals of the American Academy of political and social science V 375; 1968.

LEARNING from rural women; village level success cases of rural women's group income raising activities. Bangkok: ESCAP/FAO 1979.

LICUANAN, Particia, B

Women's programme in the East Asia and Pakistan Region, 1976

LOUFTI, Marta F


MARTIN, L E

Women and development. Akron, Pai Mennonite Central Committee 1975 (Development Series3)

MEAD Margaret

Emergence of women into full participation in all parts of society. IWY Task Force. New York UN 1974.


MOORE, M P

NATIONAL SEMINAR ON DEVELOPMENT WORK AMONG RURAL WOMEN

NATIONAL WORKSHOP ON INCOME GENERATING SKILLS OF WOMEN IN SRI LANKA
(1979: Colombo)

NELSON, Nici
Why has development neglected rural women: a review of South Asian literature. New York: Pergamon Press, 1979. 108p. It reviews more than 300 sources. Appraises the way rural Development programmes seem to have by-passed women and gives a set of recommendations for researchers, planners and administrators)

O'BARR, Jean

ORGANIZATION FOR ECONOMIC COOPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT

PALMER, I


PAPANEK, Hanna
Women and development: the problem of building information and analysis (mimeo 1975).


PATEL, Krishna Aheeja

Women at work, rural scene in third world. In Mainstream V18, N13, November 1979: p. 23-4

PEREZ, B A

Woman labour force participation and incomes in three South East Asian Countries. In proceedings of the Regional Workshop on the role of women in contributing to family income. Bangkok. 1976, Published in 1977

PLOME M


PRESVELOU, C


PURVIS, Barbara M

Development of Extension Programme for rural women in South East Asia, West Malaysia as a case Submitted to the Faculty. Of Agriculture University of Malaysia in partial fulfillment of the requirements for Degree of Master of Agriculture Science, 1974.

RAMACHANDRAN, Padma,

Women in rural development, New Delhi 1978.
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